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Abstract—The problems addressed by this paper is the fol-
lowing: Given a set of measurements over the range of normalized
frequencies ( 1 2) on the magnitude and/or phase of a real
FIR but otherwise unknown filter, to estimate the order of the
FIR filter. The range ( 1 2) may be partial or it may cover
the entire range of frequencies. The purpose of the paper is to
propose a new algebraic approach to solve the above collection
of problems. Specific new results include FIR order estimation
from partial or complete noiseless measurements for a real system
from: a) phase alone, from b) magnitude alone (not necessarily
piece-wise constant), and from c) joint magnitude and phase. The
proposed approach is not only capable of dealing with specifica-
tions that go beyond the conventional formulas for the standard
piece-wise-constant magnitude FIR filter order estimation, but
it also furnishes a nexus for order estimation from phase (or
group delay) specifications, areas which have remained hitherto
unaddressed. The approach is based on the use of Root Moments.
In this context, the novel concept of Fractional Root Moments is
used in a key fashion to provide an estimate on the number of
zeros inside the unit circle. Open problems and new directions of
exploration and research are mentioned in the body of the paper.

Index Terms—FIR filters, fundamental relationships, Newton
identities, root moments.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE order of a FIR digital filter is always an important issue
in digital filter design algorithms [1]–[5]. The paper con-

tains new results on the following FIR order problems:
• To determine the order of a FIR filter from magnitude spec-

ifications. The standard procedure deals with piece-wise
constant filter responses (the so-called band specifications)
which are defined over the entire range of normalized fre-
quencies . There is no technique available to provide
an order estimate for the nonpiece-wise constant response,
or to cater for the case when the specifications are only over
a portion of the frequency range.

• To determine the order of a FIR filter from phase (or equiv-
alently from group delay) specifications. This problem has
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not been addressed in the open literature. Two forms are ex-
amined, the first is concerned with the case when the speci-
fications cover the entire frequency range , while the
second is involved with the partial case as defined under
the item above.

• To determine the order of a FIR filter from magnitude and
phase (or group delay) specifications. This case is a combi-
nation of the two above and is examined both for the com-
plete and partial specifications.

The proposed approach is not only capable of dealing with
specifications that go beyond the conventional formulas for the
standard piece-wise constant magnitude FIR filter order estima-
tion, but it also furnishes a nexus for order estimation in the new
perspective from phase (or group delay) specifications. There
are several formulas to aid the estimation of the digital filter
order, which rely entirely on employing the gain specifications.
These conventional methods make use of piece-wise filter spec-
ifications, i.e., the transition bandwidth as well as the passband
and stopband ripple amplitudes [4], [5]. No algorithms have
been described in the open literature which can estimate the
FIR filter order from a general set of nonpiece-wise constant
frequency response specifications, or, indeed, which enable the
FIR filter order estimation from phase or group delay or some
combinations of all independent specifications. In this paper, we
propose an approach and develop viable algorithms for the dig-
ital filter order estimation problems above to be put into effect.
The novel techniques open directions for further research and
these directions are highlighted in the text as appropriate. The
proposed approach in this paper is based on the use of root mo-
ments [6]–[10].

II. ROOT MOMENTS

A short description of root moments is given below for com-
pleteness. The general theory of homogeneous and symmetric
functions of the roots of a polynomial is an area that received
extensive attention in the past [6]–[8]. There are many homo-
geneous functions that can be formed in this context. Simplest
amongst these are the first-order root moments, or simply the
root moments of the polynomial, a concept directly related to the
cepstrum in the signal processing domain. Other simple homo-
geneous functions of the roots can be formed such as the higher-
order root moments and the Wronski moments [11] which apart
from some creative, but limited use of second-order root mo-
ments in [12], have received little attention from a digital signal
processing (DSP) perspective. In the present paper, we employ
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the first-order root moments. The standard first-order root mo-
ments have a classical formulation as follows. Given a set of
coefficients of the following th degree polynomial:

(1)

with roots , , then the parameters , below,
are the first-order root moments of

(2)

(3)

Recently, the subject of root moments has attracted consider-
able attention from various perspectives, encompassing appli-
cations that include polynomial root finding procedures as in
[13]–[17], FIR filter design [18], and FIR filter phase adjustment
procedures as in [9], [11], [12], [19]. The wider potential of the
root moment perspective on various aspects of digital filter de-
sign remains, in the main, an open and fertile field for further re-
search. Precursor work that covers similar concepts includes the
approaches based on cepstral techniques for digital filter design
[20]–[22]. These papers describe in a very creative way, novel
techniques concerning some aspects of digital filter design, but
do not address the problem of order estimation, the subject of
this paper.

A. Root Moments and the Newton Identities

There exists a simple relationship between the coefficients of
the given polynomial and its root moments as follows [5], [6],
[9]:

(4)

(5)

with .
These equations are known for in Signal Processing

in the context of cepstra [5], [10], [23], [24]. However, they are
considerably older than that concept. They are also known in
the mathematical theory of equations as the Newton identities,
and essentially date back to the seventeenth century Scottish
mathematician Gregory who first developed such relationships
for polynomials of up to fifth degree [25]. The generalization of
these relationships for any degree is due to the genius of Isaac
Newton [6]. For our purposes, we note that given the set
one can determine the set , and conversely given one
can determine . Hence, the polynomial coefficients or the
root moments can be used equivalently, as one set of parameters
implies the other.

It is noteworthy to observe at this juncture the point afore-
mentioned that the zero frequency cepstral component presents
either some interpretational difficulties for nonpolynomial-type
signals (e.g., signals evolving with time without a predeter-
mined termination point), or it offers no additional information
for the DSP problems in hand. Two cesptral forms have been
used extensively in DSP. The real form which is based on
the Fourier transform of the logarithm of the magnitude of

the spectrum of a given signal. One difficulty associated with
this form of the cepstrum, as is well known and pointed out
typically for example in [26], is that it makes the transfor-
mation noninvertible. The second form of the cepstrum is
the so-called complex, or differential form, which is based
upon the Fourier transform of the differential of the logarithm
of the complex spectrum (i.e., including both amplitude and
phase components) as defined by Polydoros and Fam in [24].
Unfortunately, this approach will yield only the cepstrum of
the minimum phase factor. In addition, it is standard practice
in this context to set, by definition, the zero frequency value
equal to zero [5], [21]. This assignment is unnecessary, and in
the case of polynomials inappropriate, as their zero degree root
moment (which essentially corresponds to the zero frequency
value of the complex cepstrum) has a specific value equal to
order of the polynomial under study. The use of the cepstral
nexus for digital filter design with its conditioning, therefore,
will inevitably be hindered by such definitional or traditional
use of the cepstrum. However, the classical root moments
provide an alternative formalism of precise, unambiguous,
and invertible transformations of polynomials, and which is
also amenable to further extensions within the broad context
of higher-order symmetric functions, as witnessed by the
second-order case in [12]. There are two useful results with
respect to the use of root moments as follows. Let the root
moments of polynomial be and those of polynomial

be . Then are the root moments
of , while are the root
moments of [12].

B. Direct Computation of Root Moments: Cauchy Integral

The Newton identities yield the root moments of the entire
polynomial, thereby encompassing not only those roots that lie
within the unit circle, but also those that are outside it. Thus, if
there are any roots outside the unit circle then the root moments
will grow exponentially. However, it is often the case that a spe-
cific factor of a given polynomial is required, such as the
minimum phase factor, and in this case its root moments can be
determined through the use of complex variable theory. Thus, if
we let a closed contour contain the roots of the required factor
of the polynomial then from the Cauchy residue theorem
the root moments of this factor are given by [12]

(6)

where is a positive integer. When is the unit circle
the above corresponds to the definition of the complex, or

differential cepstrum, defined in [24] in which, in addition,
is taken as integer . In further work reported in [12]
the index is taken to be and is thereby interpreting
correctly the value of . For our purposes represents a
FIR transfer function , which for the moment is assumed
to have no zeros on and , takes the form

(7)

(8)

(9)
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where is a constant. We remove the constraint of no zeros on
in Section IV. The quantities , are the zeros

of the minimum phase part , and , are the
zeros of the maximum phase part of the filter such that

(10)

(11)

Equation (6) becomes

(12)
where . It is clear from the above that when is
the unit circle then from (12) for we obtain the number
of zeros inside the unit circle, as pointed out by [12]. For
we do not obtain the complete root moments of , but only
those of its minimum phase factor , since only this factor
will contribute to the residues within .

It is noted here that in general the above relationships are
also pertinent to any, and possibly nonminimum phase, z-trans-
form of a block signal. Hence careful use of the differential cep-
strum should be exercised, in that the root moments so obtained
may not representative of the entire signal in view of the fact
that its maximum phase factor is not obtainable for the given
definitions.

It is possible, however, to gain access to the maximum phase
factor of if we let , as shown later. Indeed, if we
set of the three terms under the integral in (12)
only the third term will contribute nonzero residues as a typical
element in the summation will be

(13)

The first component on the right-hand side has zero contribu-
tions to the residue while the second component contributes
a value of . Therefore, the complex integral will
yield the negative of the inverse root moments of the
maximum phase factor of . With integer we have
the consequence, amongst others, that when is the unit circle
we can estimate the root moments related only to the minimum
phase factor of a given polynomial. As an example on the use of
(6), we can extract that factor which contains the roots located
on the unit circle as in Section IV. Following this procedure, we
can reduce any FIR filter transfer function to the form given by
(7).

III. ROOT MOMENTS AND FUNDAMENTAL RELATIONSHIPS

We assume at this juncture that the transfer functions we are
considering have had any zeros on removed in a pre-
processing step. Several procedures for doing so are described
in Section IV, but, as these are dependent on the ensuing theory,
we defer their description until we have provided a proper elab-
oration of the theory. In these circumstances, and assuming that

, we can normalize the expression in (7) by dividing by

its value at . In these circumstances, the normalization has
the effect, amongst others, of removing a possible phase discon-
tinuity at due to any real positive zeros located outside
the unit circle. Effectively, we shall have zero phase at zero fre-
quency. A set of relationships can be derived connecting root
moments and the magnitude and phase of a given FIR transfer
function and are given by [10], [11], [27]–[29]

(14)

(15)

These equations are referred to as the Fundamental Relation-
ships [11], [30] The corresponding form for the group delay is
obtained by differentiating the phase expression to yield

(16)

The corresponding inverse relationships are clearly obtained,
for the amplitude and phase, as

(17)

(18)

where

(19)

These relationships form the basis of our approach. Indeed,
it is immediately apparent from (15) that we can derive the fol-
lowing results.

IV. ZEROS ON THE UNIT CIRCLE

A. A Preamble on Factor Isolation: Root Lassoing and
Corralling

We assumed earlier that the FIR transfer functions under
study have no zeros on the unit circle. However, in some cir-
cumstances this can be too constraining. Here, we employ a root
isolation and factor extraction, which reduces the specifications
to the required form [11]. We begin by noting that if the FIR
transfer function were known, then we can invoke the Argument
Principle in relation to the formulation of the root moments
in (6) to determine the number of zeros on the unit circle for

. For any we would obtain the higher degree root
moments of the zeros located within . Equation (6) can
be used to isolate a factor that corresponds to roots which are
located in a specific area, and thereby, without resorting to root
finding procedures, we can extract this factor [19]. Specifically
we can obtain that factor of which has its zeros on the
circumference of the unit circle. If the integration is carried
out around the closed contour , the root moments that
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Fig. 1. Integration on the amplitude response alone, around the contour shown,
to include roots that lie on the unit circle.

correspond to the roots inside the unit circle, are then obtained.
From these root moments the factor of having these zeros
is obtainable by employing the Newton identities. This proce-
dure makes it possible to obtain for a given polynomial
that specific factor that has its zeros in any desirable closed
region on the z-plane, and this can be done without root finding
techniques. This simple observation has been employed using
the above formulation in [10] and [27], and further elaborated in
[19], to produce minimum phase FIR filters. The contour in the
general case need not be centered around the origin and need
not be circular. This process of factor isolation, by an implicit
root sieving or collection, is likened to a “rounding-up” process
of freely roaming animals on the prairie, and can be described
characteristically as lassoing and corralling the roots. It is an
area for further study in relation to DSP applications.

For the purposes of the present publication the above proce-
dure, suitably modified to circumvent the need to have available
the FIR transfer function as assumed above, is used as a pre-
processing step to isolate the zeros that are located on the unit
circle. The results of Section IV-B show how such a zero isola-
tion procedure can be achieved.

Anticipating these results we show in Fig. 1 a randomly gen-
erated real polynomial of order 110 with 30 zeros located in each
of the regions inside , and outside the
unit circle , and 50 zeros located on the
unit circle . The lassoing and corralling operations
are carried out on the magnitude response of this polynomial
alone. As expected the zeros on and inside the unit circle remain
unchanged while those outside are reflected within the circle.
We assume, henceforth, that such preprocessing operation has
been carried out ab initio. Subsequent to this preprocessing the
FIR filters transfer function can be formulated as in (7).

TABLE I
PROCEDURE FOR ORDER ESTIMATION FROM ROOT MOMENTS

In the above, however, the assumed availability of the FIR
transfer function is not only premature but also infeasible.
The problem specifications require that only the magnitude
and possibly the phase (group delay) measurements should be
employed. These are considered in Section IV-B.

B. Estimating the Number of Zeros on From the
Magnitude Response

It is observed that if, in addition to any zeros inside and out-
side the unit circle, a polynomial has zeros on the unit
circle, then its minimum phase version has on the unit circle
the same number of zeros in the same locations. Therefore, if
we use the magnitude fundamental relationship, as in (14), to
obtain the root moments these would correspond to a minimum
phase polynomial in addition to whatever roots there may be on

. Thus an integration on a contour comprising two con-
centric circles centered at the origin with radii one slightly more
than, and the other slightly less than unity, will furnish the root
moments of the factor having its zeros on . For a general
case polynomial, the question of how close to unity the two radii
must be, is a question that needs to be explored further. How-
ever, for equiripple transfer functions for piece-wise constant
filter requirements, there are, in some cases, already sufficient
indicators to make a reasonable selection [31].

Lassoing the roots as indicated above would produce the root
moments which would be corralled by the Newton identities
into a polynomial. Thus the nature of the resultant transfer func-
tion will be steered ultimately to the right form as required in
(7). The required polynomial order would need to be determined
from the techniques given in Section VI and specifically the pro-
cedure in Table I.

In the above, the logarithmic operation required in (14) will
produce singularities in the case when the operations are real-
ized using DFT and when a zero is located at a DFT position. It
is possible to avoid such singularities through a series of alter-
native techniques and one of these is given later.

Let us add and subtract a small positive constant to the given
gain measurements to produce a shifted version of the gain. The
objective is then to use the root moments of this shifted version
of the gain (which is strictly greater than zero, and hence its
logarithm is finite) to estimate the root moments of the unshifted
gain. We proceed as follows.

We write and, hence
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where , the shifted version of . Thus, we
can write after expanding the appropriate logarithms and taking
the first-order terms

(20)

where are the root moments of a transfer function
having a gain response as given

(21)

This gain is notional and is to be used for the purpose of refining
the root moment estimates of the given magnitude response. The
approximation can be further refined, if needed, by taking more
terms in the logarithmic expansion related to (20). Thus, with
second-order terms included we have

It is noted that for small values of it may be sufficient to ignore
the adjustment related to the second term.

The results of Section V furnish another perspective. Indeed,
this specific section indicates how the number of zeros that lie
outside the unit circle may be estimated from the overall un-
wrapped phase response of a polynomial. Thus in any of the
above methods we can shift the roots of an estimated polyno-
mial, of whatever degree, by a small amount so that the roots that
lie about the circumference of the unit circle are shifted to the
region outside the circle. The amount of shift is dictated by the
annulus of acceptance, defined as an annular region enclosing
the unit circle and a user-definable width. The shifting of roots
is carried out by replacing by which is equivalent
to adjusting the polynomial coefficients. Thus if the estimated
polynomial is

(22)

then a polynomial having its roots shifted by , and scaled for
computational reasons, is

(23)

The phase response of can be used as indicated below in
Section V to estimate the number of zeros that lie within the
annulus of acceptance.

V. ZEROS OUTSIDE THE UNIT CIRCLE

On setting in (15) we obtain directly

(24)

Thus, given the unwrapped phase response of a real transfer
function the number of zeros that lie outside the unit circle is
given from the total phase at the Nyquist frequency. This result
can also be obtained from the Argument Principle [32].

Moreover, it is seen from (16) that by integrating over the in-
terval , or indeed over one half of the interval , the
average group delay is also equal to the number of zeros located
outside the unit circle. In a way, this observation is a restatement

of the previous result in (24), but in practical applications it may
be a useful indicator.

The computation involved in (24) requires the unwrapped
phase response only at . It is possible to use standard
phase unwrapping algorithms but these will produce values at all
frequencies. A simple approach is as follows. Let the wrapped
phase response be which exhibits discontinuities of
radians. Then the variable is continuous
without these discontinuities. Moreover, .
Thus, we can write

(25)

The variable is the complex conjugate of . Equation
(25) can then be integrated as the phase unwrapping objective
of the current type. This would require the estimation of the gra-
dient . In a discrete realization we can estimate the
gradient as , the accuracy of which
is controllable. In a DFT realization of the root moments the
angular (frequency) difference is constant and equal to
where is the DFT length. Then the unwrapped phase is esti-
mated as the accumulation of

obtained from (25). In the problems under consideration, the
phase response at zero frequency is equal to zero. Thus, sum-
ming the phase difference samples above, for

, is sufficient to estimate . The result is real
for real systems. Thus, in practice one need only take the real
part of the accumulation. The imaginary part is unlikely to be
identically zero, and its value can serve as an indicator on the
accuracy of the approximation employed.

VI. ZEROS INSIDE THE UNIT CIRCLE

The estimation of the number of zeros inside the unit circle is
not as straightforward. We can place some bounds on the value
by considering the phase response of a companion all-pass filter
for which we have already some results concerning the behavior
of its phase response [33].

Let us consider a minimum phase polynomial of order
and phase response . Then

(26)

is a stable all-pass function, the phase response of which is given
by

(27)

Consequently, must satisfy the constraints for an all-
pass filter phase response, namely that it is a monotonically de-
creasing function of frequency. This result is based on the sep-
aration property of reactance functions as given in [33]. Hence,
we obtain the result that a lower bound on the number of zeros
inside the unit circle is given by

(28)
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The bound may not be very tight as it depends on the varia-
tion of the minimum phase function . However, it does
provide a guide on a possible choice, in the absence of any fur-
ther information.

A. Principles of Algebraic Order Estimation

The estimation of the order is based upon the use of the root
moments of a FIR digital filter transfer function. The significant
point to observe is that the root moments can be derived from
any one of the system function specifications such as the mag-
nitude response, the phase response or, indeed, from the group
delay or differential gain specifications. Moreover, an indepen-
dent combination of these can yield the root moments of the
minimum phase and maximum phase factors by means of the
fundamental relationships [10], [27], [28]. Thus instead of esti-
mating the order from the magnitude or phase specifications an
equivalent problem can be posed in terms of root moments. The
a priori desirable specifications relating to the transfer function

can lead to the following:
1) a minimum phase filter;
2) a maximum phase filter, or
3) a mixed phase filter.
The minimum phase case is the pivotal form of the problem

in that the other two cases will be reduced to this form for their
solution.

1) The Minimum Phase Case: The problem is as follows:
Given a sequence of consecutive root moments of a min-
imum phase polynomial in to estimate the order
of the polynomial. It is assumed that the length of the root
moment sequence is greater that the order of the polynomial. In
practice, this means that we estimate as many root moments
from the specifications as we can. An algorithms is presented
below. It relies on the use of the Newton identities and on the
following observation. If the order of the FIR transfer function
is then the Newton identities in (4) can be used to estimate the
value of the root moment . This root moment, obtainable
from (5), combines all the root moments
and the estimated polynomial coefficients up to that point

as

(29)

The polynomial coefficients up to index are evaluated itera-
tively from the Newton identities in (4). Thus a complete enu-
meration procedure can be set up starting with and at
each stage checking the evaluated next root moment against the
corresponding value obtained from the specifications. If there
is correspondence between these two values then the order has
been determined.

In practice, it will be found that we need to test the corre-
spondence for more than one value between the estimated and
evaluated root moments. The procedure is described in Table I
for ease of implementation.

In Table I, some further refinements can be implemented, as
aforementioned, particularly in relation to the comparison pro-
cedure in Step 3. There are many ways of setting up stopping
criteria, and it is an area for further study.

Fig. 2. Order estimation from complete magnitude response. The estimated
order 15 is equal to the given filter order.

B. Order From Magnitude Specifications Alone

We are now in a position to pull together the strands for the
solution of the digital filter order estimation problem as follows.

1) Magnitude and First-Order Root Moments: In view of the
above, what is needed is the estimation of the root moments
from the magnitude specifications. This can be done directly
from (14), for example by taking the inverse Fourier transform.
The operation can be implemented via a FFT routine. It should
be noted that since no phase information is available in this
present case, the computed root moments will be those of a min-
imum phase filter. With the root moments available we can use
the procedure of Table I. This procedure is applied to a system
for which the complete amplitude response is given as shown in
Fig. 2. The estimated order is equal to 15 which is precisely the
value of the original FIR system from which the response has
been obtained. However, a more realistic situation is presented
below. This, in fact, is the case that originally stimulated the re-
cent study. The case in question corresponds to the problem of
having measurements of gain over a partial range of frequency
and requiring to produce a gain equalizer over this range.

2) Partial Magnitude and First-Order Root Moments: In the
case when the magnitude is partially specified over a set of fre-
quency values that do not cover the entire frequency range, the
approach is similar to the complete case. It is possible to esti-
mate the root moments from (14) for larger than the prob-
able order of the transfer function, by treating the equation as
a set of linear functional relationship for which the unknowns
are . Then the above procedure can be put into effect. How-
ever, it may be the case that too close a set of frequency values
will ill-condition the linear problem, and hence the estimation
may not be robust. This is likely to be the case when the given
frequency range is narrow, the order is high, and the magnitude
response features to be represented are too involved. The results
of this procedure are given in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Order estimation from partial magnitude measurements. Solid: Magni-
tude to be equalized with inserted fictitious response outside the required band.
Dashdot: Equalizer’s magnitude. The estimated order is 249. Dotted: Equalized
overall magnitude response.

C. Are the Magnitude Measurements From a FIR or IIR Filter?

Let us assume that certain noiseless measurements have been
carried out on an unknown FIR or IIR system, and that we have
its magnitude response . In line with the results of Sec-
tion VI, we can assume that zeros on the unit circle have been
lassoed and corralled to give the factor containing these as a pre-
processing step, and, hence, we can take to be nonzero on

. A theoretical question can be posed as follows: Is it
possible from these measurements alone to determine whether
the unknown system is FIR or IIR?

To answer this question we observe that an equivalent ques-
tion may be posed in terms of the root moments of the measured
magnitude response. The problem in this form is tractable in that
we can proceed to determine the order of a polynomial from its
root moments. If the order found is finite, that is to say if the
process terminates at a finite point, less than the order of the
size of the FFT used in the computations, then the given specifi-
cations pertain to a FIR system. Otherwise the system is IIR. In
practice, the measurements are inaccurate or contain noise, and
hence a decision has to be made as to how close the root mo-
ment correspondence has to be before the process is considered
to have terminated. Clearly this is a matter of setting up thresh-
olds and related decision stopping criteria, and is a subject for
further study.

D. Order From Phase Specifications Alone

1) Phase and First-Order Root Moments: When the given
specifications are only with respect to the phase response then
we have a direct benefit and some additional problems. Initially
we obtain the benefit in that we can determine the number of
zeros outside the unit circle required by the phase specifica-
tions as indicated by (24). Subsequently, the linear term corre-

Fig. 4. Order estimation from complete phase response. The estimated order
15 is equal to the given filter order.

sponding to these in (15) can be removed to produce a modified
phase response

(30)

In view of the difference operation in the root moments under
the summation sign above, the expression may be construed as
the phase response of a ratio of two polynomials

(31)

The numerator and denominator of the above are both minimum
phase, the denominator being the reversed version of the max-
imum phase factor of the original polynomial transfer function.
Thus, the problem becomes essentially the determination of a
minimum phase IIR system from its phase response even though
the initial specifications were for a FIR system.

We proceed as follows. The root moments of can be de-
termined by using the phase form of the fundamental relation-
ships. By taking the negative of these moments and using the
Newton identities a polynomial transfer function can be derived.
This transfer function would correspond to the product of

with the Taylor series expansion of . Now, let
us write as a long polynomial

(32)

where .
We know that is of order and, hence, by cross mul-

tiplying and equating powers on either side of (32) we can de-
termine as a long polynomial in . Its root moments
can now be determined from the Newton identities and, hence,
the test outlined in Table I can be applied to estimate the order

. Fig. 4 shows a nonminimum phase response from which the
order of the FIR filter realizing this response is to be determined.
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Fig. 5. Partial magnitude response from 0:2� and 0:4�.

Using the results of this paragraph it found that there are 8 zeros
outside the unit circle and the total order of the system is esti-
mated to be 15.

E. Order From Joint Magnitude and Phase Specifications

When the phase and magnitude specifications are jointly
available then we have substantial information to help the
process. However, the temptation to resort at this juncture to a
naive use of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the speci-
fications should be resisted. The DFT length to be used in any
nontrivial case will need to be long enough to accommodate
the finer features in the specifications (i.e., undulations in the
responses). Thus, the uncritical use of the DFT will produce a
FIR filter length equal to the size of the DFT, which is quite
inappropriate. More importantly, however, the specifications
for gain and for phase may be partially defined, and may not
be over the same range of frequencies, but over different,
nonoverlapping and perhaps noncontiguous ranges. In such
circumstances it is not even feasible to employ a DFT.

First-order root moments provide a framework for the esti-
mation of the minimum phase and the maximum phase factors
of the required transfer function as described here.

1) Joint Magnitude and Phase First-Order Root Moments:
The fundamental relationships of (14) and (15) provide a di-
rect estimation of the root moments of the minimum phase
factor and the inverse root moments of the max-
imum phase factor of the required FIR transfer function.
This is clearly evident from the fact that while in (14) these
moments appear as a sum in (15) appear as a difference, and,
hence, they can be separately determined. In addition, the phase
requirement furnishes the order of in accordance with
(24).

The final part in the estimation concerns the order of the min-
imum phase component. It is evident from the above that from
the root moments we can estimate the order of the min-
imum phase factor as outlined in Table I, thereby com-
pleting the task of estimating the total filter order.

Fig. 6. Partial phase response from 0:4� and 0:6�.

Figs. 5 and 6 show the partial magnitude and phase responses
of system to be used in the order estimation procedure. The es-
timated FIR order is found to be 4. Two zeros are found to be
located inside the unit circle and two outside the unit circle.

F. Order Estimation From Partial Specifications

Partial specifications very often arise from practical measure-
ments in which the gain and possibly phase or group delay are
obtainable or are required for only a specific and limited ranges
of frequencies. The ranges may be coincident, overlapping, con-
tiguous or unrelated. In all of these cases, the fundamental rela-
tionships of (14) and (15) may be seen as interpolating functions
for which we have a specific set of values (the given specifica-
tions) and from which we need to determine the unknown root
moments. Thus, a set of linear equations may be formed. In these
the quantities, and may be treated as part of the unknown
parameter set, in which case they are required to be integer, or
the can be left out of the set and hence the root moments are
obtained. At this stage, we can follow the above procedures as
appropriate. There is one further point, however, that must be
observed. The regions over which the requirements are unspec-
ified, may be treated as “don’t care regions” in which fictitious
responses may be inserted. The insertions will need to be done in
a way consistent with the magnitude and phase requirements at
the fixed points as explained in [32]. The insertions facilitate the
estimation process and render the problem better conditioned.

VII. EFFECTS OF NOISE

It is assumed implicitly so far that the measurements on ei-
ther gain or phase are made in a noiseless environment and in the
absence of measurement uncertainty. However, this is an ideal-
ized condition since in practice the measurements will be cor-
rupted by both environment noise and measurement uncertainty.
In both cases, we assume that there are no systematic errors and
that the deviations from the noiseless case are zero mean with
symmetric probability density functions.
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Fig. 7. Order estimation from noisy magnitude response. Solid: Noiseless mag-
nitude response. Dotted: Noisy magnitude response with SNR 20 dB.

A. Noise in Gain

Let the gain measurements be carried out in the logarithmic
domain with noise component which is zero mean with
symmetric probability density function. The measured loga-
rithmic gain is then assumed to be given by

(33)

Therefore, the estimated root moments will be

(34)

It is expected that the averaging effect in the second term related
to noise is likely to have a reduced influence. However, in order
that a more precise estimation of the overall influence is cur-
rently under study. The approach is to employ the Chebyshev
inequality to estimate the probability that the error is bounded
in a desired way. For the purposes of the current paper, we rely
on the formulation. In Fig. 7, we show the gain with noise. The
measured data-to-noise is taken to be 20 dB (with the mean data
value removed). The estimated order in the noiseless case is
found to be 20. The estimated order with noise is determined
as 20.

B. Noise in Phase

In a similar way, the additive noise and uncertainty compo-
nents in the phase will be expressed as additive disturbances to
the overall root moment estimates as with the case of gain. Thus,
the expected estimates are not substantially disturbed. However,
the overall area is currently under extensive study as mentioned
earlier. Fig. 8 shows a typical noise contaminated phase re-
sponse. The estimation of order for this case having noise at 18
dB gives the figure of 8 as opposed to 20 for the noiseless case.

In a parallel study the use of the Poisson relationships [5] are
employed as estimators of gain and phase. These are used as a
preamble to applying the order estimation. The estimated order
for the same phase example as above is found to be 20.

Fig. 8. Order estimation from noisy phase response. Solid: Noiseless phase
response. Dotted: Noisy phase response with SNR 18 dB.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we set out the principles of estimating alge-
braically the order of a FIR digital filter from its, possibly par-
tially defined, magnitude and gain measurements or specifica-
tions. The approach taken relies on the use of root moments.
The overall framework is essentially algebraic in nature. An ad-
ditional aim of the paper is to indicate further areas of research
and these are highlighted in the text. The developed procedures
offer opportunities for enhancing the methods available in this
area and provide solutions to hitherto unexamined areas such as
the FIR transfer function order estimation from phase specifica-
tions. Several examples are given to illustrate the principles. The
results presented in this paper are currently extended to cover
additional ideas related to the new concept of fractional root
moments [11]. An interesting, and as yet unexplored, area is the
extension of these concepts to multi-input multi-output systems.
The algorithms described in the paper are available in MATLAB
and can be downloaded from http://www.commsp.ee.ic.ac.uk/
people/agc.html.
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